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Gentlemen ef the Senate 
and House o.f Representatives: 

THE favorable circumstances under which we are as
sembled, are calculated to awaken emotions of gratitude 
and praise, to the Supreme and Beneficent Ruler, who 
influences the destinies, and controls the affairs, of both 
nations and individuals. 

In entering upon the duties of our respective stations, 
it becomes us humbly to acknowledge His paternal good
ness-to invoke upon the government and people of our 
state and nation, His continued favor, and on the results 
of our coming labors, His approbation and blessing. 

To all classes of our fellow citizens, the past year has 
been one of moderate, but solid success : commerce has 
measurably revived from its languor: industry has been 
gradually resuming its wonted activity: and all the chan
nels of profitable employment, have invited, and remu
nerated, the labor of man. 

To these gratifying indications of returning prosperity, 
have been added, the higher and more material enjoyments 
of general health, and profound tranquility: a productive 
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harvest has filled our granaries, and a pervading senti
ment of confidence and security, exists among the people. 

Surrounded by these multiplied tokens of the public 
welfare, you will enter upon the performance of your leg
islative duties, under circumstances peculiarly favorable. 
I trust we may be justified in anticipating, that these 
duties will be neither arduous nor embarrassi1ng : and 
that, in the absence of agitating questions of public poli
cy to disturb your counsels, the various subjects of local 
interest, which the wants of a growing and active popu
lation continually suggest, may receive your careful and 
undivided attention. 

Since the date of my last annual communication to the 
legislature, no essential change in the condition of our 
finances, has taken place. The large sum which had pre
viously been received from the general government, had 
:then been some time in the treasury, and with the means 
,of paying a considerable portion of the state debt, the 
'Treasurer was unable to procure, within the terms pre
~scribed by the legislature, a surrender of the stock. By 
a resolve of the last session, the amount received, and to 
'be received from the general government, was appropri
;ated to the payment of so much of the public debt, and 
the Treasurer authorized to anticipate the payment of state 
securities, upon such terms, as he might consider advan
tageous to the interest of the state. 

Notwithstanding the enlarged powers given to the 
Treasurer by that resolve, he has failed to obtain upon 
satisfactory or reasonable terms, the necessary amount of 
state scrip. The low rate of interest in the principal 
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markets, combined with the high character of our state 
stocks, has rendered it impossible to procure them, ex
cept by the payment of a large premium. The whole 
amount of state stock, which the Treasurer, after diligent 
research has been able to obtain, since the date of his last 
report, is $72,500. These stocks consisted chiefly of 
the six per cents., redeemable in the years 1845 and 1851, 
and were purchased at an average rate of premium, 
which would render the transaction equivalent to an in
vestment on the part of the state, in a five per cent. stock. 

There remains in the treasury, applicable to the pur
chase of state securities by the resolve referred to, up
wards of $296,000. There will become due in the early 
part of the present year _$222,000, bearing an interest of 
six per cent., after the payment of which, there will still 
remain, of money appropriated last year for the liquida
tion of the debt, the sum of $7 4,000. 

It affords me great pleasure to be able also to inform 
you, that independently of these funds set apart for the 
payment of the public debt, the condition of the treasury 
is highly satisfactory. The receipts from ordinary sources 
during the year, have amounted to the sum of $366,885, 
and the expenditures during the same period to .$290,-
558, leaving a balance of receipts over expenditures of 
$76,327. 

This balance, added to that appropriated last year to 
the payment of the debt, and still remaining in the treas
ury, will form an aggregate of means now on hand, and 
needed for no other purpose, of $296,000. 
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In addition to these means, there is still a claim upon 
the general government, amounting to nearly $:200,000, 
some of which, has been already allowed, and all of which, 
is justly due to the state. From the agent employed in 
attending to the examination of these claims, before the 
accounting officers of the treasury in -Washington, I have 
received no detailed report. I am advised, however, by 
recent communications from him, that they are progress
ing with the examination of the different items, and that 
he hopes to close his labors, in season to submit his re
port before the close of your present session. 

It is gratifying to perceive by this exposition, that from 
the ordinary sources of revenue, our debt is in the process 
of gradual reduction, and that a few years will suffice to 
relieve the people from this heavy drain upon their re
sources. Persevering, as I trust we shall, in a system of 
rigid economy-avoiding unnecessary expenditures, and 
continuing a reasonable amount of tax, our fellow citi
zens will soon be able to rejoice over their deliverance 
from this formidable burthen, and enjoy the satisfaction 
of having, during the present generation, removed an 
incumbrance, which their own want of foresight and wis
dom had principally created. 

An interesting and highly satisfactory report from the 
land agent is herewith communicated. 

It will be seen that the revenue from that department, 
has considerably increased from the amount :received 
during the preceding year. The agent has paid into 
the treasury $107,000; expended upon roads, under 
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resolves of the legislature, .$5,500; and paid to _the com
missioners who have been employed in locating grants 
to the settlers upon the St. John, $3,000. These sums, 
with a balance reported as still on hand, make an aggre
gate of $121 ,000; besides which, all the expenses of the 
department, except the salary of the agent, have been 
paid out of its receipts. 

The appropriations made by the legislature for the re
pair of roads, seem to have been judiciously expended, 
and have greatly facilitated the business operations of our 
citizens, and contributed to the comfort and convenience 
of the public. The road from the Aroostook river to 
:Fort Kent, a distance of forty-five miles, and which was 
previously impassable for carriages, has been thoroughly 
repaired, and the road from Masardis, connected with it, 
has been also essentially improved. 

The Aroostook road, leading· from the military road to 
Masardis, and of which the Fish river road is a continu
ation, is represented as being much out of repair, and in 
immediate need of aid from the state. The whole of this 
road, being a distance of sixty-four miles, was made at 
the joint expense of the two states, was finished only a 
few years since, and has been, until quite recently, in good 
condition. I ts rapid deterioration is said to be caused by 
the unreasonably heavy loads, which, at certain seasons, are 
transported over it, and which, if permitted in future, .will 
entirely destroy it. In recommending an appropriation 
for its repair, I would also suggest, that, as the road has 
been made at great expense, it would be but reasonable, 
that those whose interest is promoted by its use, should 
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be restricted to loads of a moderate and ordinary weight. 
The same suggestion is also applicable to other roads, 
constructed and repaired by the state. 

The expenditure of the appropriation, for opening and 
making the road communicating with the Madawaska set
tlements upon the St. John, has been, for reasons stated 
in the report of the agent, necessarily deferred. As the 
inducements for prosecuting this important work have 
lost nothing of their weight, an appropriation similar to 
that of last year, is respectfully recommended. 

The small sum placed at the disposal of the land agent 
for the preservation of bridges, &c., upon the military 
road, has been found sufficient for the purpose, and the 
conditional appropriation, under which the governor and 
council were authorized to expend the sum of $2,000, 
has been withheld. 

I beg leave to call your attention to the highly favora
ble account, which is given in the report, of the opera
tions of the agent appointed under the resolve of last 
session, to superintend the establishment of schools among 
the French settlers upon the St. John. The testimony of 
so considerate and competent an observer, who has had 
personal opportunities of judging, conclusively proves the 
expediency of the undertaking. It fully confirms the 
statements of the superintendent, and bears honorable 
witness to the zeal and fidelity, with which he has dis
charged the duties of his mission. The several reports 
which have been received from him during the year, give 
a most gratifying account of the success which has re-
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warded his labors, and justify the hope, that a judicious 
prosecution of the objects contemplated by the legislature, 
will produce the happiest effects. 

I deem it my duty to invite the serious consideration of 
the legislature, to the present condition of the militia of 
this state. 

Regarding the maintenance of a standing army in 
time of peace, as repugnant to the spirit of our institu
tions, and dangerous to the public liberty, it has hitherto 
been the policy of the state governments, to cherish and 
encourage their local militia: to keep up such an organ
ization, as with little expense to the government, or in
convenience to the citizen, would furnish a military force, 
sufficient for any emergency likely to occur. 

Repeated attempts have been made by the legislature 
of this state, to accomplish this desirable object, and to 
place its militia upon a respectable and efficient footing. 
These laudable and patriotic efforts have as yet proved 
unsuccessful; nor have they even been sufficient, to arrest 
its continued and rapid decline. By your immediate pre
decessors, the task was again renewed, and apparently in 
despair of improving its condition, a measure nearly fatal 
to its existence, was adopted. 

The law passed at the last session, can be regarded as 
little less than a virtual abandonment of the whole system ; 
or if, under its operation, the forms of an organization are 
still preserved, the system will be without vitality, and of 
little practical use. Defective and unequal as many of 

2 
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the features of the pre-existing ]mv may have been, I 
cannot believe, that its utter demolition, was either wise 
or expedient. 

It is true, that the country is now in a state of profound 
repose, and the amicable relations generally existing with 
foreign nations, warrant the hope, that these peaceful and 
friendly appearances nmy be solid and durable. Neither 
is there reason to apprehend, that any domestic tumult 
will disturb our internal tranquility, nor any organized 
opposition to the laws, require the employment of a mili
tary force. 

But, however remote the contiDgency may now appear, 
which would call for military preparation, we should be 
de:ifto all the 1essons of experience, if we failed to con
sider, that it might suddenly and unexpectedly force itself 
upon us. Is it then politic or wise, to be wholly unpre
pared for those attacks from ,vithout, or disturbances 
within, which the history of all countries teaches · us, it 
may be impossible at all times, to prevent? 

It is not my purpose:." to present any distinct or precise 
plan. But, in view of the considerations above adverted 
to, I feel bound to suggest the importance of providing 
for the organization of a military force, less inert, and 
impracticable, than the enrolled militia, under the present 
law, must inevitably prove. 

Of the operation of the act of 22d March last, to which 
I have referred, and of the general condition of the mili
tia, the report of the adjutant general, herewith transmit
ted, wilJ advise you. 
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I also communicate the annual reports of the superin
te-ndent and directors of the asylum- for the insane. By 
the act of 22d l\farch, 18~.13, the superintendence and 
management of this institution, were principally confined 
to a board of trustees, appointed by the governor and 
council, and· holding their offices for the term of three 
years.· Under the administration of this board, the affairs 
of the institution appear to have been judiciously con
ducted, and the humane purposes, contemplated by its 
estabhshment, satisfactorily accomplished. Selected as 
they are, from different sections of the state, and wholly 
separated from local or political influences, it is believed, 
that the concerns of the institution may be more properly 
entrusted to a board thus constituted, than to bodies, exer
cising at the seat of government, legislative, or executive 
functions. The number of patients now at the asylum is 
unusually large, and during the past year, the expenses of 
the establishment, with the exception of the salaries paid 
to the officers, have been discharged from its own re
sources. 

Several of my predecessors have invited the attention 
of the legislature, to the subject of our common echools, 
and have earnestly inculcated the importance of adopting 
some additional means of extending their usefulness, and 
elevating their character. 

The emb.arrassed condition of our finances, joined 
perhaps, with a too confident belief in the efficacy of our 
present system, may have restrained former legislatures 
from authorizing additional expenditures, for the advance
ment of these interesting institutions. 
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When we reflect, however, that upon these primary 
seminaries, the rising generation principally depend, for 
that measure of education, which is necessary to qualify 
them for usefulness in after life, whatever may be our 
pecuniary condition, the means required to render them 
worthy the high and ennobling purpose for which they 
were instituted, should be cheerfully granted. 

But it is not merely, nor perhaps chiefly, by the addi
tional expenditure of money, that the improvement of our 
common schools can be most effectually promoted. A 
very large sum is now :annually expended, much of which, 
in the opinion of intelligent observers, is wasted, or 
misapplied. A defective organization-the absence of 
a watchful and efficient supervision, without which, the 
best contrived system will prove imperfect-the acknow
ledged deficiency of teachers properly qualified for a vo
cation so important, and the difficulty of obtaining the 
information, which recent experience and observation 
have accumulated, are impediments to the advancement 
of our common schools, much more formidable than the 
want of pecuniary means. 

That the system, as now conducted, produces incalcu
lable good, is universally admitted. That it accomplishes 
all of which it is capable, or all which the growing wants 
of the age require, the concurrent testimony of its most 
intelligent friends, sufficiently disproves. To seek out and 
correct, whatever defects exist in its organization; to en
courage and stimulate to greater usefulness its more per
fect features ; and to enlarge the sphere, and improve the 
character, of all its operations, is an employment well 
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worthy the highest abilities, and the most devoted patriot
ism. In no way can the sum of human happiness be 
more certainly augmented, or the principles of virtue, 
morality and freedom, so effectually implanted in the 
hearts of our children. 

In presenting this subject to the consideration of the 
legislature, I have felt the greater confidence, inasmuch 
as the path of improvement and success is not new, or 
untried. In several of our sister states, plans for the im
provement of their common schools have, from time to 
time, been suggested and matured, and the best exertions 
of the highest and most gifted minds, enlisted in their 
service. 

In the state of New Y ork;the attention of the legisla
ture to this subject, has been constant and unremitted. 
The documents, which at various periods, have been pub
lished by its authority, as well as the annual reports of its 
state superintendent, evince a research and ability, and 
devotion to the cause, which have essentially contributed 
to the formation of that earnest and decided public senti
ment, in relation to common schools, which now prevails 
in that enlightened and powerful commonwealth. 

Through the agency of a state superintendent, aided by 
local assistants, one of which is appointed in each county, 
and by the superintendents chosen by the several towns, 
a watchful and salutary supervision over all the schools is 
constantly maintained, and their condition and progress, 
particularly noted. Copious reports, containing the re
sults of personal examination, and abounding in valuable 
information, are annually transmitted to the state super-
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intendent. By the publication of these reports-by the 
gratuitous distribution of a highly valuable periodical, de
voted to the cause of education, and by addresses and 
lectures from the county superintendents, the public at
tention is awakened-a spirit of emulation excited, and 
increased vigor and activity imparted to the system. 

In Massachusetts also, with a system similar t_o our own, 
many improvements have been introduced, which have 
given new energy and efficiency to these nurseries of 
morality and learning. The establishment of a board of 
education, and the institution of normal schools, for the 
instruction of teachers'., are among the means adopted in 
our parent state, to ad 11ancc the cause of popular educa
tion. The secretary of tbat board has devoted his time 
for some years, to the acquisition and dissemination of 
educational science, and has done much towards awaken
ing an interest in the success of the cause, not only in 
his own, but in other states. 

The results of thc.se enlightened and persevering ex
periments, have been such as usually flow from energetic 
and well directed efforts. Their beneficent effocts are 

seen and acknowledged. 

A few years since, an act, embodying many of the 
features of the Massachusetts system, was introduced into 
the legislature, and if I am not mistaken, received the 
sanction of one of its branches. -With the advantage of 
a longer experience, and the benefit of more extensive 
and practical information upon the whole subject, it 1s 
hoped, that the attempt may be again renewed. 
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In~commending the inquiry to the consideration of the 
legis1ature, I cannot refrain from expressing the hope, 
that in the views I have presented, I have but reflected 
the sentiments which prevail among its members; sure I 
am, that in nothing could we more largely contribute to 
the permanent welfare of our constituents, than by en
larging the capacities, and improving the character, of 
our primary schools. 

By the act of Febmary 23d, 1828, the proceeds of 
certain townships of land were set apart "for the promo
tion of education;:' and by sec. 50, article 4, chap. 17 
of the revised statutes, it is provided, ·" that_ the same 
shall constitute a permanent fund, to be reserved for 
the benefit of town and district schools; and that the 
fund so created " shall be put out on interest, in such 
manner as the legi:3lature shall from time to time deter
mine.'' 

This frmd has been gradually accumulating, and no~ 
amounts to the sum of l:J57,629. No further steps 
have yet been taken to execute the provisions of the 
act, and the money has heretofore been used for the 
general purposes of the treasury. I would respectfully 
suggest, whether the -flourishing condition of our finan
ces, will not now authorize the investment of this fund, 
and the application of the accruing interest to its future 
mcrease. 

The quarterly reports of the inspectors of the state 
prison, which have been received during the year, are 
herewith transmitted, and, with the annual report of the 
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Warden, will advise you of the condition of that estab
lishment. 

The new prison is now nearly completed ; is construct
ed upon the most approved plan, and is supposed by com
petent judges, to combine, in an eminent degree, the 
advantages, which modern improvements have suggested. 
The whole expense incurred for this purpose, will amount 
to about $13,000, of which sum, fP ,000 has been paid 
by appropriations from the public treasury. 

The erection of the new structure, besides contributing 
to the discipline of the prison, and the security of the 
convicts, will, in the opinion of the VV arden, considerably 
reduce the expense heretofore found necessary to effect 
these objects. The removal of the prisoners, from the 
damp and unhealthy dungeons in which they have been 
confined, to dry and comfortable apartments, will greatly 
conduce to their health and comfort ; it will render their 
labor more productive, and improvement and reformation 
in their morals and conduct, easier and more practicable. 
The pecuniary affairs of the establishment are manifestly 
improving, and appear to have been prudently and judi
ciously managed ; there is reason to hope, that after the 
ensuing year, the expense of its support may be chiefly 
defrayed from its own resources. 

In some of the neighboring states, the legislatures have 
provided the means of furnishing the convicts, with some 
moral and religious, or temperance periodical. Where 
this has been practiced, it has been found to produce a 
salutary influence, and it is worthy of inquiry, whether a 
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like measme might not be attended with equally benefi
cial effects, in the p·rison of this state. 

The report of the bank commissioners will be herewith 
laid before you. For a particular account of the present 
condition of these institutions, and of their operations 
during the past year, I refer yon to that document. 

In my last annual communication, I took occasion, 
briefly to advert to several topics of national policy, 
which were then agitating the public mind. Since that 
period, an animated and exciting political canvass has 
taken place among the people, and the opinions and prin
ciples which distinguish the several parties, have been 
fully and elaborately discussed. 

If, in the progress of a contest, the issue of which was 
mutually regarded as of vital importance to the welfare 
of the country, an undue degree of warmth or asperity 
was occasionally manifested, it is gratifying to know, that 
it has since given place, to that cheerful and ready acqui
escence in the will of the majority, which has hitherto 

. formed so striking a feature in the working of our politi
cal system. 

It remains for those, upon whom the result of that 
contest has devolved the management of public affairs, 
to exercise the powers entrusted to their care, in the 
spirit of moderation and patriotism; and while upon all 
occasions, they evince a scrupulous regard to the just 
rights of the minority, to execute promptly and fearlessly, 
those great measures of national policy, which a deliber
ate and enlightened public judgment has decreed. 

3 
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Among the questions presented for the consideration 
of the people, none were more prominent than those re
lating to the annexation of Texas, and the modification 
of the existing tariff. In all the forms of popular dis
cussion, these were conspicuous and standing themes, 
and they were everywhere debated with the spirit and 
ability, which their importance demanded. 

The acquisition of the territory comprehended under 
the name of Texas, has long been an object of deep so
]icitude to those concerned in the administration of the 
general government ; and by none was it more earnestly 
pursued than by those, under whose auspices, our first 
treaties were negotiated with Mexico. The singularity 
of its geographical position, in connection with our own 
conterminous territory ; its broad front and commanding 
position upon the gulf of Mexico; its numerous harbors; 
its fertile soil and genial climate ; all conspire to render its 
peaceful and honorable incorporation into the territory of 
our republic, in the highest degree desirable. 

Regarded as a means of strengthening and protecting 
our south western frontier ; as opening new and growing 
markets for the industry of the north ; as tending greatly 
to extend our internal and external commerce, and above 
all, as foreclosing against the intrusion of foreign influ
ence, a position so necessary for our security, the mea
sure, it is believed, must ultimately commend itself to the 
united approval of the people. 

But however weighty may be the considerations:, which 
would impel both government and people, to desire the 
consummation of this measure, it is not to be presumed, 
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that they would seek it upon other than just and honora
ble terms. In the patriotism and wisdom of the distin
guished statesman, to whom the negotiation of this deli
cate and important question is soon to bo confided> we 
have a sufficient guarantee, that the interests and honor 
of the whole country, will be foithfuily maintained. 

In relation to the present tariff, it is believed, that a 
still more decided and unequivocal expression of the 
popular sentiment was then given. 

Upon none of the questions involved in the recent can
vass, has a more careful and searching scrutiny been be
stowed. The general results and minute details of the 
present system-its influence upon all the interests of our 
extended country, and its particular bearing upon the 
prosperity of our own community, have been ably and 
eloquently expounded. The arguments of its friends 
have failed to convince a majority of our citizens, that 
the rigorous provisions of the existing law, are either just 
or wise; nor have they been able to perceive, that how
ever beneficial to the interests of the protected classes, 
the system may have been, it has in any adequate pro
portion, compensated for the burthens it has imposed 
upon their own. 

In the steady and healthy growth of domestic manu
factures, all sections of the country, and all classes of our 
citizens, would heartily rejoice. Their success is identi
fied with our national prosperity, and their interests should 
always receive a just measure of encouragement and 
support. Under the influence of equal laws, and with 
the incidental protection which a revenue tariff would 
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afford, their progress, though gradual, would be certain 
and secure. 

In a government like ours, where the influence of pub
lic sentiment is sensibly felt, and certain, ultimately to 
shape its policy, laws, to be salutary and pennanent, must 
be just, moderate and equal. The system which extends, 
to a favorite pursuit, or a particular class, extravagant 
and unreasonable ad vantages, will soon awaken the jeal
ousy of those, at whose expense they are conferred, and 
a reaction, equally prejudicial to public and private inter
ests, will inevitably follov1. Against these disturbing and 
ruinous :fluctuations, the policy of the government cannot 
be too carefully guarded; and it is to be hoped, that 
under the influence of enlightened and patriotic counsels, 
the time is not distant, when it will be satisfactorily and 
permanently established,. 

To the government of the whole people, representing 
the various sections and conflicting interests of our ex
tended country, the settlement of these controverted sub
jects properly belongs; the deep and absorbing :interest 
they have recently excited in the public mind, wou]d seem 
to authorize, if not to :require, the notice I have given 
them. 

Upon many of the subjects to which I have referred in 
this communication, I have dwelt perhaps with unneces
sary minuteness; a proper estimation of their importance, 
will excuse the unusual pro]ixity in which I have indulged. 
Allow me, in conclusion, to express the hope, that the 
session upon which you have entered, will prove agreea
ble to yourselves, and in its results, acceptable to your 
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constituents; that He who directs all human purposes, 
may guide your deliberations, and render the measures 
to which they may conduct you, beneficial to the people. 

COUNCIL CHAMBER, { 

J an'y 3, I 845. S 
HUGH J. ANDERSON. 





S'fATE OF MAINE. 

HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ~ 
January 3, 1845. 5 

ORDERED, That one thousand copies of the Governor's Message 

be printed for the use of the legislature. 

[Extract from the Journal.] 

SAMUEL BELCHER, Clerk. 




